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QUESTION 1

The following SAS program is submitted: 

proc report data = sasuser.houses nowd headline headskip; column style price; 

where price 

 

title; 

run; 

Click the Exhibit button to view the output from the REPORT procedure. 

Assuming that the PRICE variable is numeric, which one of the following completes the program and produces the
output displayed in the exhibit? 

A. define style / group `Style\\'; define price / mean `Price\\' format = dollar9.; 

B. define style / display `Style\\'; define price / across `Price\\' format = dollar9.; 

C. define style / display `Style\\'; define price / sum `Price\\' format = dollar9.; 

D. define style / order `Style\\'; define price / mean `Price\\' format = dollar9.; 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

The following SAS program is submitted: 

data work.staff; JobCategory\\' = `FA\\'; JobLevel = `1\\'; 
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JobCategory = JobCategory || JobLevel; run; 

Which one of the following is the value of the variable JOSCATEGORY in the output data set? 

A. FA 

B. FA1 

C. FA1 

D. ``(missing character value) 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

The SASDATA.BANKS data set has five observations when the following SAS program is submitted; libname sasdata
`SAS-data-library\\'; 

data allobs; 

set sasdata.banks; 

capitaI=0; 

do year = 2000 to 2020 by 5; 

capital + ((capital+2000) * rate); 

output; 

end; 

run; 

How many observations will the ALLOBS data set contain? 

A. 5 

B. 15 

C. 20 

D. 25 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Which one of the following statements is true regarding the name of a SAS array? 
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A. It is saved with the data set. 

B. It can be used in procedures. 

C. It exists only for the duration of the DATA step. 

D. It can be the same as the name of a variable in the data set. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

The contents of the raw data file PRODUCT are listed below: 

----I----10---I----20---I----30 

24613 $25.31 

The following SAS program is submitted: 

data inventory; infile `product; input idnum 5. @10 price; run; 

Which one of the following is the value of the PRICE variable? 

A. 25.31 

B. $25.31 

C. . (missing numeric value) 

D. No value is stored as the program fails to execute due to errors. 

Correct Answer: C 
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